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1. Introduction

It is widely recognized by practitioners that concurrency control and recovery for transaction systems interact in subtle ways. In most theoretical work, however, concurrency control and recovery are treated as separate, largely independent problems. For example, most theoretical papers on concurrency control tend to ignore recovery, assuming that some unspecified recovery mechanism ensures that aborted transactions have no effect, and then considering only executions in which no transactions abort. In this paper we investigate the interactions between concurrency control and recovery. We show that the choice of recovery method constrains the possible choices for concurrency control algorithms, and that different recovery methods place incomparable constraints on concurrency control. Existing work on concurrency control is not invalidated by these results; rather, implicit assumptions about recovery in prior work are identified and made explicit.

Atomic transactions have been widely studied for over a decade as a mechanism for coping with concurrency and failures, particularly in distributed systems [12, 20, 7, 1]. A major area of research during this period has involved the design and analysis of concurrency control algorithms, for which an extensive theory has been developed (e.g., see [17, 3]). Initial work in the area left the data uninterpreted, or viewed operations as simple reads and writes. Recently, a number of researchers have considered placing more structure on the data accessed by transactions, and have shown how this structure can be used to permit more concurrency [9, 21, 23, 22, 18, 1, 2, 15, 25, 24, 16]. For example, in our own work we have shown how the specifications of abstract data types can be used to permit high levels of concurrency [21, 23], by designing type-specific concurrency control algorithms that take advantage of algebraic properties of a type’s operations. Such techniques have been used in existing systems to deal with “hot-spots.” In addition, such techniques are useful in general distributed systems, and may also prove useful in object-oriented database systems.

In contrast to the vast theoretical literature on concurrency control, there has been relatively little theoretical work on recovery, although some work does exist [8]. Hadzilacos analyzes several crash recovery methods, and addresses the question of what constraints are needed on concurrency control for the recovery methods to work. However, he assumes an update-in-place model for recovery, and analyzes only single-version read-write databases. In addition, the recovery methods studied by Hadzilacos, based on logging values, will not work with concurrency control algorithms that permit concurrent updates. More complex recovery algorithms, based on intentions lists or undo operations, have been designed for these more sophisticated concurrency control algorithms that permit concurrent updates. However, a theory of their interactions is sadly lacking.

This paper is part of an effort to develop a better understanding of the interactions between concurrency control and recovery. Our analysis indicates that there is no single notion of correctness such that any “correct” concurrency control algorithm can be used with any “correct” recovery algorithm and guarantee that transactions are atomic. Our approach in this paper is formal in part because the interactions between concurrency control and recovery are very subtle. It is easy to be informal and wrong, or to avoid stating critical assumptions that are necessary for others to be able to build on the work.

We focus in this paper on recovery from transaction aborts, and ignore crash recovery. Crash recovery mechanisms are frequently similar to abort recovery mechanisms, but are also usually more complex due to the need to cope with the uncertainties about exactly what information might be lost in a crash. Thus, we expect a similar analysis to apply to many crash recovery mechanisms. To simplify the problem, however, we ignore crash recovery here, and leave its analysis for future work.

We consider two general recovery methods: update-in-place and deferred-update, and show that they place incomparable constraints on concurrency control. While each requires operations to conflict if they do not “commute,” the two recovery methods require subtly different notions of commutativity. We give a precise
characterization of the conflict relations that work with each recovery method, and show that each permits conflict
relations that the other does not. Our analysis applies to arbitrary abstract data types, including those with
operations that may be partial or non-deterministic. In addition, our analysis covers concurrency control algorithms
in which the lock required by an operation may be determined by the results returned by the operation, as well as by
its name and arguments.

We use dynamic atomicity [21, 23] as our correctness criterion. Dynamic atomicity characterizes the behavior of
many popular concurrency control algorithms, including most variations of two-phase locking [5, 9, 18, 22].
Dynamic atomicity is a local atomicity property, which means that if every object in a system is dynamic atomic,
transactions will be atomic (i.e., serializable and recoverable).\(^1\) This means that different concurrency control and
recovery algorithms can be used at different objects in a system, and as long as each object is dynamic atomic, the
overall system will be correct.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we summarize our computational model, and in
Section 3, we summarize the definitions of atomicity and dynamic atomicity. Then, in Section 4, we describe a
high-level model for concurrency control and recovery algorithms that permits us to focus on their interactions while
ignoring many implementation details. In Section 5, we describe the two recovery methods, and in Section 6, we
define several different notions of commutativity. Next, in Section 7, we give a precise characterization of the
conflict relations that work with each of the two recovery methods defined in Section 5. Finally, in Section 8, we
conclude with a brief summary of our results.

2. Computational Model

Our model of computation is taken from [21, 23]; we summarize the relevant details here. There are two kinds of
entities in our model: transactions and objects. Each object provides operations that can be called by transactions
to examine and modify the object's state. These operations constitute the sole means by which transactions can
access the state of the object. We will typically use the symbols A, B, and C for transactions, and X, Y, and Z for
objects. We use ACT to denote the set of transactions.

Our model of computation is event-based, focusing on the events at the interface between transactions and
objects. There are four kinds of events of interest:

- Invocation events, denoted <inv, X, A>, occurs when a transaction A invokes an operation of object X. The
  "inv" field includes both the name of the operation and its arguments.

- Response events, denoted <res, X, A>, occur when an object returns a response res to an earlier
  invocation by transaction A of an operation of object X.

- Commit events, denoted <commit, X, A>, occur when object X learns that transaction A has committed.

- Abort events, denoted <abort, X, A>, occur when object X learns that transaction A has aborted.

We say that event <e, X, A> involves X and A.

We introduce some notation here. If H is a history, let Committed(H) be the set of transactions that commit in H;
similarly, define Aborted(H) to be the set of transactions that abort in H. Define Active(H) to be the set of active
transactions in H; i.e., Active(H) = ACT - Committed(H) - Aborted(H). Also, if H is a history and X is a (set of)
object(s), define HIX to be the subsequence of H consisting of the events involving (the objects in) X; similarly
define HIA for a (set of) transaction(s) A.

\(^1\)Dynamic atomicity is in fact an optimal local atomicity property: no strictly weaker property of individual objects suffices to ensure global
atomicity of transactions.
A computation is modeled as a sequence of events. To simplify the model, we consider only finite sequences. The properties of interest in this paper are safety properties, and finite sequences suffice for analyzing such properties. Not all finite sequences, however, make sense. For example, a transaction should not commit at some objects and abort at others, and should not continue executing operations at objects after it has committed. To capture these constraints, we introduce a set of well-formedness constraints. A well-formed finite sequence of events is called a history. We summarize the well-formedness constraints here; details can be found in [21, 23]:

- Each transaction \( A \) must wait for the response to its last invocation before invoking the next operation, and an object can generate a response for \( A \) only if \( A \) has a pending invocation.
- Each transaction \( A \) can commit or abort in \( H \), but not both; i.e., \( \text{committed}(H/A) \land \text{aborted}(H/A) = \emptyset \).
- A transaction \( A \) cannot commit if it is waiting for the response to an invocation, and cannot invoke any operations after it commits.

These restrictions on transactions are intended to model the typical use of transactions in existing systems. A transaction executes by invoking operations on objects, receiving results when the operations finish. Since we disallow concurrency within a transaction, a transaction is permitted at most one pending invocation at any time. After receiving a response from all invocations, a transaction can commit at one or more objects. A transaction is not allowed to commit at some objects and abort at others; this requirement, called atomic commitment, can be implemented using well known commitment protocols [6, 11, 19].

We will typically use juxtaposition (e.g., \( \alpha \beta \)) to denote concatenation of sequences, but will use the symbol \( \bullet \) to denote concatenation when juxtaposition is too hard to read. We use \( \Lambda \) to denote the empty sequence.

3. Atomicity

In this section we define atomicity and several related properties. Most of the definitions are abstracted from [21, 23]. In this abstract, we provide only brief informal definitions intended to convey the intuition needed to understand the later descriptions and discussion; complete formal details are in the full paper.

3.1. I/O Automata

I/O automata [13] are a convenient tool for describing concurrent and distributed systems. We will use I/O automata in several ways in this paper. For example, we will model an implementation of an object as an I/O automaton. We will also use I/O automata as a way of describing specifications of objects: we model a specification as a set of sequences (or traces), which is just a language, and an automaton is a convenient tool for describing a language.

We assume minimal familiarity with the details of I/O automata; we summarize the relevant details here. An I/O automaton consists of: a state set, a subset of which are designated as initial states; a set of actions, partitioned into input and output actions; and a transition relation, which is a set of triples of the form \( (s', \pi, s) \), where \( s' \) and \( s \) are states and \( \pi \) is an action.\(^2\) The elements of the transition relation are called steps of the automaton.

If there exists a state \( s \) such that \( (s', \pi, s) \) is an element of the transition relation, we say that \( \pi \) is enabled in \( s' \). An I/O automaton is required to be input-enabled: every input action must be enabled in every state.

A finite sequence \( \alpha = \pi_1...\pi_n \) of actions is said to be a schedule of an I/O automaton if there exist states \( s_0,...,s_n \) such that \( s_0 \) is a start state, and each triple \( (s_{i-1}, \pi_i, s_i) \) is a step of the automaton for \( 1 \leq i \leq n \). We define the language

\(^2\)An I/O automaton can also have internal actions and an additional component characterizing the fair executions; we omit these here since we do not need them in the rest of the paper.
of an I/O automaton M, denoted L(M), to be the set of schedules of M.

3.2. Specifications

Each object has a serial specification, which defines its behavior in the absence of concurrency and failures, as well as a behavioral specification, which characterizes its behavior in the presence of concurrency and failures. The behavioral specification of an object X is simply a set of histories that contain only events involving X.

The serial specification of an object X, denoted Spec(X), is intended to capture the acceptable behavior of X in a sequential, failure-free environment. We could model the serial specification of X as a set of histories, where the histories satisfy certain restrictions (e.g., all transactions commit, and events of different transactions do not interleave). We have found it convenient, however, to use a slightly different model for serial specifications. Instead of a set of histories, we will use a prefix-closed set of operation sequences. (Prefix-closure means that if a sequence α is in the set, any prefix β of α is also in the set.) An operation is a pair consisting of an invocation and a response to that invocation; in addition, an operation identifies the object on which it is executed.

We often speak informally of an "operation" on an object, as in "the insert operation on a set object." An operation in our formal model is intended to represent a single execution of an "operation" as used in the informal sense. For example, the following might be an operation (in the formal sense) on a set object X:

\[ X: [\text{insert}(3), \text{ok}] \]

This operation represents an execution of the insert operation (in the informal sense) on X with argument "3" and result "ok."

If an operation sequence α is in Spec(X), we say that α is legal according to Spec(X). If Spec(X) is clear from context, we will simply say that α is legal.

We will typically use I/O automata to describe serial specifications, by defining Spec(X) to be the language of some I/O automaton whose actions are the operations of X. For example, consider a bank account object BA, with operations to deposit and withdraw money, and to retrieve the current balance. Assume that a withdrawal has two possible results, "ok" and "no." Spec(BA) is the language of an I/O automaton M(BA), defined as follows. A state \( s \) of M(BA) is a non-negative integer; the initial state is 0. The output actions of M(BA) are the operations of BA; there are no input actions. The steps (\( s', \pi, s \)) of M(BA) are defined by the preconditions and effects below for each action \( \pi \). We follow the convention that an omitted precondition is short for a precondition of \( \text{true} \), and an omitted effects indicates that \( s = s' \).

\[
\pi = \text{BA}: \text{[deposit(i),ok]}, \ i > 0 \\
\text{Effects:} \\
\quad s = s' + i
\]

\[
\pi = \text{BA}: \text{[withdraw(i),ok]}, \ i > 0 \\
\text{Precondition:} \\
\quad s' \geq i \\
\text{Effects:} \\
\quad s = s' - i
\]

\[
\pi = \text{BA}: \text{[withdraw(i),no]}, \ i > 0 \\
\text{Precondition:} \\
\quad s' < i
\]

\[
\pi = \text{BA}: \text{[balance,i]} \\
\text{Precondition:} \\
\quad s' = i
\]
Spec(\text{BA}) includes the following sequence of operations:

\begin{align*}
\text{BA:} & \text{[deposit(5),ok]} \\
\text{BA:} & \text{[withdraw(3),ok]} \\
\text{BA:} & \text{[balance,2]} \\
\text{BA:} & \text{[withdraw(3),no]}
\end{align*}

However, it does not include the following sequence:

\begin{align*}
\text{BA:} & \text{[deposit(5),ok]} \\
\text{BA:} & \text{[withdraw(3),ok]} \\
\text{BA:} & \text{[balance,2]} \\
\text{BA:} & \text{[withdraw(3),ok]}
\end{align*}

The withdraw operation returns "ok" if and only if the current balance is not less than the argument of the operation; the first sequence above satisfies this constraint, while the second does not.

### 3.3. Global Atomicity

Informally, a history of a system is atomic if the committed transactions in the history can be executed in some serial order and have the same effect. In order to exploit type-specific properties, we need to define serializability and atomicity in terms of the serial specifications of objects.

Since serial specifications are sets of operation sequences, not sets of histories, we need to establish a correspondence between histories and operation sequences. We do this by defining a function \text{Opseq} from histories to operation sequences. \text{Opseq} is defined inductively as follows. First, \text{Opseq}(\lambda) = \lambda. Second, \text{Opseq}(H\cdot e), where \(e\) is a single event, is just \text{Opseq}(H) if \(e\) is an invocation, commit or abort event; if \(e\) is a response event \(<R,X,A>\), and \(<I,X,A>\) is the pending invocation for \(A\) in \(H\), then \text{Opseq}(H\cdot e) = \text{Opseq}(H)\cdot X: [I,R]. In other words, \text{Opseq}(H) is the operation sequence that contains the operations in \(H\) in the order in which they occur (i.e., the order of the response events); commit and abort events and pending invocations are ignored.

We say that a serial failure-free history \(H\) (one in which events for different transactions are not interleaved, and in which no transaction aborts) is \textit{acceptable at} \(X\) if \text{Opseq}(H\cdot X) is legal according to Spec(\(X\)); in other words, if the sequence of operations in \(H\) involving \(X\) is permitted by the serial specification of \(X\). A serial failure-free history is \textit{acceptable} if it is acceptable at every object \(X\).

We say that two histories \(H\) and \(K\) are \textit{equivalent} if every transaction performs the same steps in \(H\) as in \(K\); i.e., if \(H\cdot A = K\cdot A\) for every transaction \(A\). If \(H\) is a history and \(T\) is a partial order on transactions that totally orders the transactions that appear in \(H\), we define \text{Serial}(H,T) to be the serial history equivalent to \(H\) in which transactions appear in the order \(T\). Thus, if \(A_1, \ldots, A_n\) are the transactions in \(H\) in the order \(T\), then \text{Serial}(H,T) = H\cdot A_1\cdot \ldots\cdot H\cdot A_n.

If \(H\) is a failure-free history and \(T\) is a partial order on transactions that totally orders the transactions that appear in \(H\), we then say that \(H\) is \textit{serializable in the order} \(T\) if \text{Serial}(H,T) is acceptable. In other words, \(H\) is serializable in the order \(T\) if, according to the serial specifications of the objects, it is permissible for the transactions in \(H\), when run in the order \(T\), to execute the same steps as in \(H\). We say that a failure-free history \(H\) is \textit{serializable} if there exists an order \(T\) such that \(H\) is serializable in the order \(T\).

Now, define \textit{permanent}(\(H\)) to be \text{Hcommitted}(\(H\)). We then say that \(H\) is \textit{atomic} if \text{permanent}(\(H\)) is serializable. Thus, we formalize recoverability by throwing away events for non-committed transactions, and requiring that the committed transactions be serializable.

For example, the following history involving a bank account object \text{BA} is atomic:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \text{<deposit(3), BA, A>}
\end{itemize}
The history contains only committed transactions, and is serializable in the order A followed by B followed by C.

3.4. Local Atomicity

The definition of atomicity given above is global: it applies to a history of an entire system. To build systems in a modular, extensible fashion, it is important to define local properties of objects that guarantee a desired global property such as atomicity. A local atomicity property is a property \( P \) of specifications of objects such that the following is true: if the specification of every object in a system satisfies \( P \), then every history in the system’s behavior is atomic. To design a local atomicity property, one must ensure that the objects agree on at least one serialization order for the committed transactions. This problem can be difficult because each object has only local information; no object has complete information about the global computation of the system. As illustrated in [21, 23], if different objects use “correct” but incompatible concurrency control methods, non-serializable executions can result. A local atomicity property describes how objects agree on a serialization order for committed transactions.

In this section we define a particular local atomicity property, which we call dynamic atomicity. Most concurrency control algorithms, including two-phase locking [5, 4, 9], determine a serialization order for transactions dynamically, based on the order in which transactions invoke operations and obtain locks on objects. Dynamic atomicity characterizes the behavior of algorithms that are dynamic in this sense. Informally stated, the fundamental property of protocols characterized by dynamic atomicity is the following: if the sequence of operations executed by one committed transaction conflicts with the operations executed by another committed transaction, then some of the operations executed by one of the transactions must occur after the other transaction has committed. In other words, if two transactions are completely concurrent at the object (neither executes an operation after the other commits), they must not conflict. Locking protocols (and all pessimistic protocols) achieve this property by delaying or refusing conflicting operations; optimistic protocols [10] achieve this property by allowing conflicts to occur, but aborting conflicting transactions when they try to commit to prevent conflicts among committed transactions.

We can describe dynamic atomicity precisely as follows. If \( H \) is a history, define \( \text{precedes}(H) \) to be the following relation on transactions: \((A,B) \in \text{precedes}(H)\) if and only if there exists an operation invoked by B that responds after A commits in H. The events need not occur at the same object. The relation \( \text{precedes}(H) \) captures the concept of one transaction occurring after another: if \((A,B) \in \text{precedes}(H)\), then some operation executed by B occurred in H after A committed. This could have happened because B started after A finished or ran more slowly than A, or because B was delayed because of a conflict with A. We note that the well-formedness constraints on histories are sufficient to guarantee that \( \text{precedes}(H) \) is a partial order.

The following lemma from [21, 23] provides the key to our definition of dynamic atomicity.

**Lemma 1:** If \( H \) is a history and \( X \) is an object, then \( \text{precedes}(H|X) \subseteq \text{precedes}(H) \).
If \( H \) is a history of the system, each object has only partial information about precedes(\( H \)). However, if each object \( X \) ensures local serializability in all orders consistent with precedes(\( H \)\( X \)), then by Lemma 1 we are guaranteed global serializability in all orders consistent with precedes(\( H \)). To be precise, we have the following definition of dynamic atomicity: we say that a history \( H \) is dynamic atomic if permanent(\( H \)) is serializable in every total order consistent with precedes(\( H \)). In other words, every serial history equivalent to permanent(\( H \)), with the transactions in an order consistent with precedes(\( H \)), must be acceptable.

The following theorem, taken from [21, 23], justifies our claim that dynamic atomicity is a local atomicity property:

**Theorem 2:** If every local history in the behavioral specification of each object in a system is dynamic atomic, then every history in the system's behavior is atomic.

As an example, the history \( H \) illustrated at the end of Section 3.3 is dynamic atomic as well as atomic: it is serializable in the order A-B-C, and since a response event for B occurs after the commit event for A, and similarly a response event for C occurs after the commit event for B, this is the only total order consistent with precedes(\( H \)). However, if the last response event for B occurred before the commit event for A, the history would not be dynamic atomic, since then \((A,B)\) would not be in precedes(\( H \)), but the history is not serializable in the order B-A-C.

4. Concurrency Control and Recovery Algorithms

We adopt the following as the correctness criterion for an implementation of an object. First, we view an implementation of an object as an I/O automaton \( I \) whose actions are the events involving the object. Now, we say that \( I \) is correct if every history in \( L(I) \) is dynamic atomic. Our goal in this paper is to explore which combinations of concurrency control and recovery algorithms lead to correct implementations.

Different implementations of objects differ greatly in the details of the steps they perform to execute an operation invoked by a transaction. Viewed at a high level, an implementation might do the following:

1. Acquire any locks needed (waiting if there are conflicts).
2. Determine the "state" of the object.
3. Choose a result consistent with the state found in the previous step.
4. Update the state if necessary.
5. Record recovery data.
6. Return the result chosen in step 3.

Some implementations might execute these steps in a different order, or might use a completely different breakdown. For example, some implementations might use the result of an operation, as well as its name and arguments, to determine the locks required by the operation. Other implementations might allow several operations to run concurrently, relying on short-term locks (e.g., page locks) held for the duration of each operation to prevent them from interfering with each other.

Most of these differences among implementations are irrelevant as far as the interactions between concurrency control and recovery are concerned. To be reasonably general, and to avoid getting bogged down in complex implementation details, we adopt the following more abstract model of an object's implementation. We view an implementation of an object \( X \) as an I/O automaton \( I(X,Spec,View,Conflict) \). \( Spec \) is the serial specification of \( X \), \( View \) is an abstraction of the recovery algorithm to be used, and \( Conflict \) is an abstraction of the concurrency control algorithm to be used. \( Spec \) is a set of operation sequences; the types of \( View \) and \( Conflict \) are defined more precisely below.

The actions of \( I(X,Spec,View,Conflict) \) are simply the events involving \( X \). More precisely, the input actions of \( I(X,Spec,View,Conflict) \) are the invocation, commit, and abort events involving \( X \); the outputs are the response
events involving X. Thus, the object receives invocations, commits, and aborts from transactions, and can generate responses to invocations.

We use perhaps the most abstract model possible for the states of I(X,Spec,View,Conflict): a state of I(X,Spec,View,Conflict) is simply a sequence of events. The initial state is the empty sequence. When an event involving the object takes place, it is appended to the state. Thus, the state of the object records the events involving the object in the order they happen. Of course, an actual implementation would use a much more efficient representation for the state of an object, but such implementation details are not relevant for our analysis.

The input events are always enabled, since they are controlled by the transactions. However, we will assume that transactions preserve the well-formedness constraints discussed earlier. Response events are enabled if there are no concurrency conflicts, and if the response being returned is consistent (according to the serial specification Spec(X)) with the current state of the object.

More precisely, let Conflict be a binary relation on operations. The relation Conflict is used by I(X,Spec,View,Conflict) to test for conflicts: a response <R,X,A> can occur for an invocation <I,X,A> only if the operation X:[I,R] does not conflict with any operation already executed by other active transactions. The conflict relation between operations is the essential variable in conflict-based locking.

Recovery is modelled by a function View from histories and active transactions to operation sequences. The function View can be thought of as defining the "serial state" (represented as an operation sequence) used to determine the legal responses to an invocation. View models recovery from aborts in the sense that the serial state used by an operation to determine its response should ignore the operations executed by aborted transactions. We will show in the next section how View can be used to model different recovery methods. First, however, we present the transitions of I(X,Spec,View,Conflict) more formally.

Formally, the transitions (s',j,s) of I(X,Spec,View,Conflict) are described by the preconditions and effects given below for each action π:

- **π is an invocation event <I,X,A>**
  - **Effects:**
    - \( s = s' \pi \)

- **π is a response event <R,X,A>**
  - **Precondition:**
    - A has a pending invocation I in s
    - \( \forall \) transactions B \( \in \) Active(s),
    - \( \forall \) operations P in Opseq(s|B),
    - \((X:[I,R],P) \notin \text{Conflict}\)
    - View(s,A) \( \bullet X:[I,R] \in \text{Spec}(X)\).
  - **Effects:**
    - \( s = s' \pi \)

- **π is a commit event <commit,X,A>**
  - **Effects:**
    - \( s = s' \pi \)

- **π is an abort event <abort,X,A>**
  - **Effects:**
    - \( s = s' \pi \)

As stated above, each event is simply recorded in the state when it occurs. The first precondition for response events ensures that I(X,Spec,View,Conflict) preserves well-formedness: a response event is generated only for transactions with pending invocations. The second precondition tests whether the locks required by the operation
can be obtained. The locks acquired by a transaction are implicit in the operations it has executed; locks are released implicitly when a transaction commits or aborts (since then it is no longer active). The third precondition constrains the responses that can be generated: they must be legal according to Spec(X) after the operation sequence View(s,A).

An actual implementation could test the preconditions on response events in any order, and if there are several legal responses might always choose a particular one. Our model abstracts from such details. We note that not all algorithms can be modelled in this way. For example, the test for concurrency conflicts considered here is independent of the current state of the object. Nevertheless, many interesting algorithms, including most published type-specific concurrency control and recovery algorithms (e.g., [18, 22, 9, 2, 25]), fit into this framework. In the remainder of this paper we will explore constraints on Conflict and View that guarantee that I(X,Spec,View,Conflict) is correct. We will consider two different recovery methods, and show that they place incomparable constraints on conflict relations.

5. Recovery

In this section we present two different recovery methods, and show how to model them in terms of a View function. The first method is called "update in place" (or UIP). UIP is an abstraction of recovery algorithms in which a single "current" state is maintained. When a transaction executes an operation, the current state is used to determine the response to the operation, and is modified to reflect any changes (e.g., inserting a tuple) performed by the operation. When a transaction commits, nothing needs to be done, since the current state already reflects the effects of the transaction's operations. When a transaction aborts, however, the effects of the transaction's operations on the current state must be "undone" in some fashion. Most database systems, including System R [7], use an update-in-place strategy for recovery from transaction aborts.

The details of undoing operations can be complex. We abstract from them by defining the view based on the entire history. More precisely, we define the function UIP for a history H and a transaction A ∈ Active(H) as follows: UIP(H,A) = Opseq(H \ ACT-Aborted(H)). In other words, UIP computes a serial state by including all the operations executed by non-aborted transactions, in the order in which they were executed (i.e., the order in which their responses occurred).

The second recovery method is called "deferred update" (or DU). DU is an abstraction of recovery algorithms based on intentions lists, in which the base copy of the database is not updated until a transaction commits [11]. Alternatively, one can think of each transaction as having its own private workspace with a copy of the database in which it makes changes; these changes are not seen by other transactions until it commits. The way in which a transaction executes an operation depends on the implementation. If we use private workspaces, the state in the transaction's private workspace is used to determine the response to the operation, and the private workspace is updated to reflect any changes performed by the operation. If we use intentions lists, the base copy of the database is used to determine the response to the operation, except that the effects of the operations already in the transaction's intentions list must be accounted for; the intentions list is updated simply by appending the new operation. Aborts are simple for DU, since the intentions list or private workspace can just be discarded. Commits can be harder, depending on the implementation. If we use intentions lists, we simply have to apply the transaction's intentions list to the base copy of the database. If we use private workspaces, we have to update the base copy appropriately, but may also have to update the private workspaces of other active transactions to ensure that the effects of committed transactions are made visible to active transactions. Relatively few systems seem to use a deferred-update strategy for recovery from transaction aborts, perhaps because executing an operation and committing a transaction can be more expensive than when an update-in-place strategy is used. Nevertheless, this strategy has been used in some systems, notably XDFS and CFS [14].
More precisely, we define the function DU for a history $H$ and a transaction $A \in \text{Active}(H)$ as follows. First, define the total order $\text{Commit-order}(H)$ on transactions that commit in $H$ to contain exactly those pairs $(A,B)$ such that the first commit event for $A$ occurs in $H$ before the first commit event for $B$. Now, define $DU(H,A) = \text{Opseq}(\text{Serial}(H,\text{Committed}(H),\text{Commit-order}(H))) \cdot \text{Opseq}(H/A)$. In other words, DU computes a serial state by including all the operations of committed transactions, in the order in which they committed, followed by the operations already executed by the transaction $A$ itself.

DU and UIP both include the effects of the operations of committed transactions, and of the particular active transaction $A$. They differ in the order of these operations: UIP includes them in the order in which the operations occurred, while DU includes them in the order in which the transactions committed, followed by $A$. They also differ in whether the effects of other active transactions are included: UIP includes the effects of all non-aborted transactions, both committed and active, while DU includes the effects of only the committed transactions and the particular active transaction $A$.

A simple example serves to illustrate the differences between DU and UIP. Consider the following history $H$ involving a bank account object $BA$:

$<\text{deposit}(5),BA,A>$
$<\text{ok},BA,A>$
$<\text{commit},BA,A>$
$<\text{withdraw}(3),BA,B>$
$<\text{ok},BA,B>$

UIP($H,B$) is the following operation sequence (corresponding to an account balance of 2):

$BA:[\text{deposit}(5),\text{ok}]$
$BA:[\text{withdraw}(3),\text{ok}]$

Since UIP gives the same result regardless of the transaction, UIP($H,C$), for some other transaction $C$, is the same operation sequence. Since $B$ is the only active transaction in $H$, DU($H,B$) is also the same operation sequence. However, DU($H,C$) is the sequence

$BA:[\text{deposit}(5),\text{ok}]$

which contains only the operations executed by the committed transactions.

One might think that these rather subtle differences between DU and UIP are irrelevant. Indeed, much of the literature on concurrency control seems to be based on the implicit assumption that concurrency control and recovery can be studied independently, and that different recovery methods such as DU and UIP can all be regarded as implementations of some more abstract notion of recovery. For example, recovery is typically handled by assuming that there is some recovery method that ensures that aborted transactions "have no effect," and then considering only executions in which no transactions abort when analyzing concurrency control. In the process, however, most people seem to assume a model for recovery similar to UIP. As we will show, this assumption is non-trivial: DU and UIP work correctly with different — in fact, incomparable — classes of concurrency control algorithms.

We note that many other View functions are possible. We have begun by studying UIP and DU because they are abstractions of the two most common recovery methods in use. One interesting question for future work is whether there are other View functions that place fewer constraints on concurrency control than UIP or DU.

---

3Commit-order($H$) is defined for all histories $H$; however, we will make use of the definition only for histories involving a single object. The same is true of UIP and DU.
6. Commutativity

Each of the recovery methods described in the previous section works in combination with a conflict relation based on "commutativity:" two operations conflict if they do not "commute." However, the different recovery algorithms require subtly different notions of commutativity. In this section we describe the two definitions and give some examples to illustrate how they differ.

It is important to point out that we define the two notions of commutativity as binary relations on operations in the sense of our formal definition, rather than simply for invocations as is usually done. Thus, the locks acquired by an operation can depend on the results returned by the operation. In addition, it is convenient to phrase our definitions in terms of sequences of operations, not just individual operations.

6.1. Equieffectiveness

To define commutativity, it is important to know when two operation sequences lead to the same "state." Rather than defining commutativity in terms of the "states" of objects, however, we take a more abstract view based on the sequence of operations applied to an object.

First, if Spec is a set of operation sequences and α and β are operation sequences, we say that α looks like β with respect to Spec if for every operation sequence γ, αγε Spec only if βγε Spec. In other words, α looks like β if, after executing α, we will never see a result of an operation that allows us to distinguish β from α. Notice that the relation "looks like" is not necessarily symmetric (although it is reflexive and transitive).

Second, if Spec is a set of operation sequences and α and β are operation sequences, we say that α and β are equieffective with respect to Spec (or that α is equieffective to β with respect to Spec) if α looks like β with respect to Spec and β looks like α with respect to Spec. In other words, α and β are indistinguishable by future operations.

We include here some simple properties of these definitions.

Lemma 3: The relation "looks like with respect to Spec" is reflexive and transitive.

Lemma 4: The relation "equieffective with respect to Spec" is an equivalence relation.

Lemma 5: If αε Spec and α looks like β or α is equieffective to β with respect to Spec, then βε Spec.

Lemma 6: If α looks like β with respect to Spec, then αγ looks like βγ with respect to Spec for all γ.

Lemma 7: If α and β are equieffective with respect to Spec, then αγ and βγ are equieffective with respect to Spec for all γ.

6.2. Forward Commutativity

If Spec is a set of operation sequences, and β and γ are operation sequences, we say that β and γ commute forward with respect to Spec if, for every operation sequence α such that αβε Spec and αγε Spec, αβγ is equieffective to αγβ with respect to Spec and αβγε Spec. The motivation for the terminology is that whenever β and γ can each be executed after some sequence α, each can be pushed forward past the other.

Define the relation FC(Spec) to be the binary relation on operations containing all pairs (β, γ) such that β and γ commute forward with respect to Spec. Define the relation NFC(Spec) to be the complement of FC(Spec).

Lemma 8: FC(Spec) and NFC(Spec) are symmetric relations.

For example, the forward commutativity relation on operations of the bank account object BA is given by the table in Figure 6-1. Deposits and successful withdrawals do not commute with balance operations, since the former change the state. Similarly, successful withdrawals do not commute with each other; for example, each of
BA:[withdraw(i),OK] and BA:[withdraw(j),OK] is legal after any operation sequence $\alpha$ that results in a net balance greater than or equal to $\max(i,j)$, but if the net balance after $\alpha$ is less than $i+j$ then the two withdrawal operations cannot be executed in sequence after $\alpha$.

\[\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
 & BA:[deposit(j),ok] & BA:[withdraw(i),OK] & BA:[withdraw(j),NO] & BA:[balance,j] \\
\hline
BA:[deposit(i),ok] & & & $\times$ & $\times$ \\
\hline
BA:[withdraw(i),OK] & & $\times$ & & \\
\hline
BA:[withdraw(i),NO] & $\times$ & & & \\
\hline
BA:[balance,i] & $\times$ & $\times$ & & \\
\hline
\end{array}\]

$\times$ indicates that the operations for the given row and column do not commute forward.

Figure 6-1: Forward Commutativity Relation for BA

### 6.3. Backward Commutativity

If Spec is a set of operation sequences, and $\beta$ and $\gamma$ are operation sequences, we say that $\beta$ right commutes backward with $\gamma$ with respect to Spec if, for every operation sequence $\alpha$, $\alpha\gamma$ looks like $\alpha\beta\gamma$ with respect to Spec. The motivation for the terminology is that whenever $\beta$ can be executed immediately after (i.e., to the right of) $\gamma$, it can be pushed backward so that it is before $\gamma$.

Define the relation $RBC(Spec)$ to be the binary relation on operations containing all pairs ($\beta,\gamma$) such that $\beta$ right commutes backward with $\gamma$ with respect to Spec. Define the relation $NRBC(Spec)$ to be the complement of $RBC(Spec)$.

Notice that $RBC(Spec)$ and $NRBC(Spec)$ are not necessarily symmetric. Most previous work (including some of our own) assumes, sometimes implicitly, that conflict relations must be symmetric. We will show that UIP works with $Conflict$ if and only if $NRBC(Spec) \subseteq Conflict$. If we required conflict relations to be symmetric, we would be forced to include additional conflicts that are not necessary. (In particular, $Conflict$ would have to contain the symmetric closure of $NRBC(Spec)$.)

The right backward commutativity relation for the bank account object BA is described in Figure 6-2. For example, suppose $P=BA:[withdraw(j),OK]$ and $Q=BA:[deposit(i),ok]$, let $\alpha$ be such that $\alpha Q P \in Spec(BA)$, and let $s'$ be the state of $M(BA)$ after $\alpha$. Then by the precondition for $P$, $s' + i \geq j$, so $s' \geq j - i$. If $\alpha$ is such that $s' < j$, then $\alpha Q P \in Spec(BA)$, so $P$ does not right commute backward with $Q$. However, $Q$ does right commute backward with $P$: if the withdrawal ($P$) can be executed before the deposit ($Q$), it can also be executed after the deposit since the deposit increases the balance (and the two sequences are equieffective since addition commutes).

### 6.4. Discussion

The rather subtle differences between the two notions of commutativity are shown by comparing Figure 6-2 to Figure 6-1: the forward and right backward commutativity relations are incomparable. We will show that UIP works in combination with exactly those conflict relations that contain $NRBC(Spec)$, while DU works in combination with exactly those conflict relations that contain $NFC(Spec)$. Since in general $NRBC(Spec)$ and $NFC(Spec)$ are incomparable, this implies that these two recovery methods place incomparable constraints on concurrency control.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>BA: [deposit(i),ok]</th>
<th>BA: [withdraw(i),OK]</th>
<th>BA: [withdraw(i),NO]</th>
<th>BA: [balance,i]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deposit(i)</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withdraw(i)</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

x indicates that the operation for the given row does not right commute backward with the operation for the column.

Figure 6-2: Right Backward Commutativity Relation for BA

7. Interaction of Recovery and Concurrency Control

In this section we characterize the conflict relations that work with UIP and with DU. The proofs make use of the following additional definitions. First, if H is a history and CS is a set of transactions, we say that CS is a commit set for H if committed(H) ⊆ CS and CS ∩ aborted(H) = ∅. In other words, CS is a set of transactions that have already committed or might commit. Second, we say that H is online dynamic atomic if, for every commit set CS for H, HICS is serializable in every total order consistent with precedes(HICS). It is immediate that H is dynamic atomic if it is online dynamic atomic.

The conflict relations that work with an update-in-place recovery method are characterized by the following theorem:

**Theorem 9:** I(X, Spec, UIP, Conflict) is correct if and only if NRBC(Spec) ⊆ Conflict.

**Proof:** For the if direction, suppose NRBC(Spec) ⊆ Conflict, and let H be a history in L(I(X, Spec, UIP, Conflict)). We show that H is online dynamic atomic, which implies that H is dynamic atomic. The proof is by induction on the length of H. If H = Λ, the result is immediate. Otherwise, suppose H = K • e • X • A, and let CS be a commit set for H. By induction, K is online dynamic atomic. There are now two cases. First, if e is an invocation of an operation, e = commit, e = abort, or A ∈ CS, then CS is also a commit set for K, and Opseq(HICS) = Opseq(KICS) and precedes(HICS) = precedes(KICS), so the result holds by induction.

Second, suppose e is the response R to an invocation I, and A ∈ CS. Let Q be the operation X: [IR]. By the precondition for e, UIP(H, A) • Q is legal. We need to show that Serial(HICS, T) is legal for every T consistent with precedes(HICS). Let α = Serial(HICS ∪ Active(H), T'), where T' is consistent with T on CS but orders the elements of Active(H) − CS after the elements of CS. Serial(HICS, T) is a prefix of α. Since Spec(X) is prefix-closed, it suffices to show that α is legal. It is easy to show that there is a sequence UIP(H, A) • Q = α₀, α₁, ..., αₙ = α of operation sequences such that αᵢ can be obtained from αᵢ₋₁ by swapping two adjacent operations — i.e., αᵢ₋₁ = βPQγ, and αᵢ = βQPγ — and (Q, P) ∈ Conflict. Since NRBC(Spec) ⊆ Conflict, (Q, P) ∈ RBC(Spec), so αᵢ₋₁ looks like αᵢ. By Lemma 3, UIP(H, A) • Q looks like α. By Lemma 5, α is legal.

For the only if direction, suppose (P, Q) ∈ NRBC(Spec) but (P, Q) ∈ Conflict. We show that there is a history H in L(I(X, Spec, UIP, Conflict)) that is not dynamic atomic. Since (P, Q) ∈ NRBC(Spec), there exists an α such that αQP does not look like αPQ with respect to Spec. Then there must be some p such that αQPp ∈ Spec but αPQp ∈ Spec. Let H be the history constructed as follows:

- A executes the operation sequence α at X
- A commits at X
- B executes Q at X
- C executes P at X
B commits at X
C commits at X
D executes the operation sequence \( p \) at X
D commits at X

H is permitted by \( I(X, \text{Spec}, \text{UIP}, \text{Conflict}) \). However, it is not dynamic atomic, since neither B nor C precedes the other, yet it is not serializable in the order A-C-B-D (because \( \alpha P \neq \alpha Q \) is Spec). □

The conflict relations that work with a deferred-update recovery method are characterized by the following theorem:

**Theorem 10:** \( I(X, \text{Spec}, \text{DU}, \text{Conflict}) \) is correct if and only if \( \text{NFC} \subseteq \text{Conflict} \).

**Proof:** The if direction is a relatively straightforward induction; proofs can be found in [21, 22]. For the only if direction, suppose \( (P, Q) \in \text{NFC} \) but \( (P, Q) \notin \text{Conflict} \). We show that there is a history \( H \) in \( L(I(X, \text{Spec}, \text{DU}, \text{Conflict})) \) that is not dynamic atomic. Since \( (P, Q) \in \text{NFC} \), there exists an \( \alpha \) such that \( \alpha \in \text{Spec} \) and \( \alpha Q \in \text{Spec} \), and either \( \alpha P \neq \alpha Q \) or \( \alpha P \neq \alpha Q \) is not equieffective to \( \alpha Q \) with respect to \( \text{Spec} \).

There are two cases. First, if \( \alpha P \neq \alpha Q \), let \( H \) be the history constructed as follows.

- A executes the operation sequence \( \alpha \) at X
- A commits at X
- B executes \( P \) at X
- C executes \( Q \) at X
- B commits at X
- C commits at X

H is permitted by \( I(X, \text{Spec}, \text{DU}, \text{Conflict}) \). However, it is not dynamic atomic. Since neither B nor C precedes the other, dynamic atomicity requires that \( H \) be serializable in the orders A-B-C and A-C-B. But \( \alpha P \neq \alpha Q \), so \( H \) is not serializable in the order A-B-C.

Second, suppose \( \alpha P \neq \alpha Q \) is not equieffective to \( \alpha Q \) with respect to \( \text{Spec} \). Then there is some \( \rho \) such that either \( \alpha P \neq \alpha Q \) or \( \alpha P \neq \alpha Q \) or \( \alpha P \neq \alpha Q \) or \( \alpha P \neq \alpha Q \). Without loss of generality, suppose \( \alpha P \neq \alpha Q \) or \( \alpha P \neq \alpha Q \). Let \( H \) be the history constructed as follows:

- A executes the operation sequence \( \alpha \) at X
- A commits at X
- B executes \( P \) at X
- C executes \( Q \) at X
- B commits at X
- C commits at X
- D executes the operation sequence \( p \) at X
- D commits at X

H is permitted by \( I(X, \text{Spec}, \text{DU}, \text{Conflict}) \). However, it is not dynamic atomic, since neither B nor C precedes the other, yet it is not serializable in the order A-C-B-D (because \( \alpha Q \neq \alpha P \) is Spec). □

### 8. Conclusions

We have analyzed two general recovery methods for abstract data types, and have given necessary and sufficient conditions for conflict relations to work with each. The classes of conflict relations that work in combination with the two recovery methods are incomparable, implying that choosing between these two recovery methods involves a trade-off in concurrency: each permits conflict relations that the other does not, and thus there may be applications for which one or the other is preferable on the basis of the level of concurrency achieved.

Most of the concurrency control literature assumes an update-in-place model for recovery. The results in this paper show that this is not just a technical assumption: other recovery methods permit conflict relations not permitted by update-in-place, and thus cannot be viewed simply as implementations of update-in-place.
Most, if not all, approaches to recovery of which we are aware can be viewed as implementations of either update-in-place or deferred-update, so we believe that the analysis of these specific methods is quite important. However, there are interesting algorithms that combine aspects of both of these two methods, or in which concurrency control and recovery are more tightly integrated. For example, O'Neil has presented a type-specific concurrency control and recovery algorithm in which concurrency control and recovery are tightly coupled, and in which the test for conflicts depends on the current state of the object [16]. Further work is required to characterize the recovery algorithms that can be modeled using the framework presented in this paper, and to generalize our approach to accommodate other algorithms. It would be interesting to consider concurrency control algorithms other than the conflict-based locking algorithms considered here, and to consider correctness conditions other than dynamic atomicity.

The material presented here grew out of earlier work [22], in which we presented two locking algorithms for abstract data types. One of the two algorithms in [22] is essentially a combination of DU with a conflict relation of NFC; the other is a combination of UIP with a more restrictive conflict relation than NRBC. In [22] we proved the correctness of the two algorithms, and conjectured that it was impossible to do better for either recovery method. In addition, the model of an implementation used in [22] is relatively low-level, containing many details that turn out not to be important; the model of an implementation presented in this paper more clearly highlights the interactions between concurrency control and recovery. The results here provide a precise characterization of the conflict relations that work with each recovery method, confirming our earlier conjecture for DU but disproving it for UIP. The algorithm consisting of the combination of UIP and NRBC(Spec) presented in this paper is interesting in itself, since it requires fewer conflicts than previous algorithms, and also because it is impossible to do better.
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